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ABSTRACT

We present a rather selective compact discourse on data uncertainties, evaluation of sensitivities,
adjustment, and on consistency of related data sets. Its objectives are to demonstrate that these
topics are interrelated, and to underline how together they serve to make the most of all available
experimental data in order to produce reliable data bases for an optimal design of future systems.

Introduction

Elaborate facilities, such as "simple" critical assemblies, reactor mock-ups and thermal-hydraulic

rigs, furnish data which serve to check basic parameters, test calculation models and verify

complex computer codes. In any event, whatever the original motivation for such so-called

integral, or response, measurements, in the first place they are always compared with the

corresponding calculations, and the two sets of data are eventually expected to agree with each

other. But while "agreement" is often claimed rather loosely, true consistency is a precisely

defined quantity. Its determination requires the uncertainty (variance-covariance) matrices of the

parameter library and of the set of experimental responses, as well as the sensitivities of the

calculated responses to each of the parameters of which the responses are functions.

Furthermore, this very same information may be simultaneously applied to improve the nominal

values of the parameters and to reduce the uncertainties in them.

More specifically, current techniques and methods for the measurement of neutron cross

sections do not as yet satisfy the needs of users of these data, in the sense that evaluated cross-

section libraries based on these differential data are still inadequate for reliable neutronic

calculations. In the first place, while the neutron transport equation can, in principle, be solved to

any desired accuracy, even very pedantic calculations of reactor performance parameters, i.e. the

responses, often disagree with their measured values. Secondly, and just as important, the

uncertainties in these calculated responses, which derive from and reflect the uncertainties

associated with the parameter libraries, are unacceptably large from the point of view of reactor

designers, necessitating wide, and rather expensive, design safety margins. On the other hand,

measured responses constitute another sourcf of information on relevant cross sections. And
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since no significant improvements in the quality of differential parameter measurements are

expected in the foreseeable future, the only option to improve parameter libraries is to combine

very accurate experimental response data with the differential-parameter data in the production of

effective parameter libraries.

Background

The first publicly available cross-section compilation was the first edition of the well-known

Brookhaven set of graphs, published in 1955 [1]. A few other, U.S. and European, evaluated

cross-section libraries appeared in the late fifties and early sixties. Then the newly declassified

data on some Los Alamos critical assemblies were published in the celebrated December 1960

issue of Nuclear Science and Engineering. A more complete and updated set of these data was

later published by Paxton [2]. Similar British and French data were also published at about the

same time. These data were soon applied to test the available libraries. For the sake of the present

discussion, we consider the ca. 20 critical metallic spheres of U and Pu cores, bare or reflected by

natural uranium, included in the above critical data. These are easy to calculate to very high

precision, so that any deviations of the calculated multiplication factors k from the experimental

values k=l are necessarily due to erroneous values of the cross sections. The deviations | k - l |

were all about 20 mk (1 milli-k = 0.001). But the uncertainties in the experimental reactivities are

around 2 mk. These results, obviously, were very disappointing. Yet even if the calculated

reactivities were to coincide with their respective measured values within the latters' uncertainties,

one would still have to question the quality of the given library. For whenever we calculate a

quantity, we should be just as interested in the uncertainty in the result as we are in its nominal

value. And to obtain a rough estimate of the uncertainties in k, we note that k is proportional to

the average number of secondary neutrons per fission, v, from which it follows that 8k/k « Sv/v.

Now, since the relative uncertainties in v235 and v239 are roughly 2%, we realize that the

calculated reactivities were less reliable than the measured ones by an order of magnitude. On the

other hand, we also note that the calculated reactivities were therefore not inconsistent with their

corresponding experimental values, and so by modifying the cross sections within their

uncertainties we might achieve a much better agreement between k and k. Furthermore, as we

will see, adjustment, which is the technical term for the systematic modification of a given library

by experimental response data, would also significantly reduce the cross-section uncertainties.

Motivation and Scope

The adjustment methodology rests on a firm mathematical basis, and yet some practitioners of

cross-section-library testing have reservations about its use. Their main argument concerns the

unavailability of complete files of parameter-covariance data. Still, adjustment is definitely

preferable to empirical juggling of some rather arbitrary parameters, or to the application of bias

factors to the calculated responses. We propose to demonstrate how natural the idea of

adjustment is, and to derive its explicit prescriptions in a most undemanding, yet perceptive,

manner. The outline of our presentation is as follows.
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Sensitivities. We derive the rule for uncertainty propagation, which determines the uncertainties

in a calculated response in terms of the uncertainty matrix associated with the parameters and the

sensitivities of the response to each parameter. We then state how the sensitivities of a particular

response are derived in terms of the direct and relevant adjoint fluxes. Finally, we elaborate the

differential-operator method for the Monte Carlo estimation of sensitivities.

Adjustment. We present an intuitive derivation of the adjustment prescriptions, based on

geometric considerations in the parameter space. The immediate solution of adjustment by one

response, and then by several, is demonstrated. Uncertainties are introduced, and further

generalizations lead to the true and correct prescriptions, including even response-parameter

correlations

Consistency. The indiscriminate incorporation of every available experimental response in the

input file of an adjustment undertaking might yield a poor parameter library. It is therefore

essential to establish a criterion for the consistency of the input data. Since even a single respose

might degrade the overall consistency of an input set, we discuss a practical method to order the

input responses by a "consistency index." If an input set fails to satisfy the consistency criterion,

the proposed analysis identifies the less consistent responses. It also allows the identification of

questionable parameters.

Sensitivity Analysis

Estimating the uncertainties in k, we relied on the relation k ~ v . This of course is not the way

k's are calculated. Multiplication factors are determined by solving the appropriate transport

equations, of which they are the eigenvalues. Thus k 's are rather complicated functions of the

arrays of the relevant cross sections. In fact, any response T is & function of the parameters. We

denote the parameters by p={pn}, and so F=F(p). To determine var(F), we note that, to first

order, 5r =2(dr /dpn)5pn. These partial derivatives are usually referred to as the sensitivities of

F to each of the parameters. Let s denote the row vector s={SF/dpn}. Then 8F=s5p, and

var(F) = <(5F)2> = s<8p5pT>sT = sCpsT, (1)

where Cp evidently is the uncertainty matrix associated with the parameter vector p. This is the

rule of uncertainty propagation, which is also known as the sandwich rule.

The "straightforward" evaluation of sensitivities by the approximation

sn « [f (P i , . . . , Pn+5pn,..., pN) - F(p)] /6pn (2)

is neither practical, since N generally is very large, nor accurate. One purpose of sensitivity

analysis is to devise clever and practical methods for the evaluation of these partial derivatives.

The conventional, and commonest, of these is the first-order-perurbation method.

As an example, we consider a neutron detector embedded in a block of some materia1, which

block is irradiated by an external neutron source. And we wish to determine the sensitivities of
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the detector response to the cross sections of that material. Let D=D(x,v) denote the detector's

specific response to a neutron of velocity v at the point x (in the detector); and n/=\j/(x,v) be the

neutron flux; then the response is F=(Dv/), where (...)=!...d3xd3v; and the multiple integration

generally extends over the entire volume and velocity spaces. Now, y is the solution of the

inhomogeneous transport equation which we symbolically express by Hy=S (S represents the

external neutron-source term). We then consider the operator H* adjoint to H, and vj/*, the flux,

which is the solution of the (adjoint!) equation H* v*=D. Finally, if HP—H+SH, we just state that

5r = f ' - r «-(vj/*8Hv). (3)

Consequently, all we need do is solve the direct and (particular) adjoint equations for the block-

plus-source assembly. Then all the sensitivities, as many as there are, can be easily evaluated.

Monte Carlo Estimation of Sensitivities

With the dramatic increase in computer capabilities, detailed Monte Carlo analyses of assemblies

which could hardly be analyzed by deterministic transport codes, may now be easily carried out.

Moreover, the nature of these probabilistic calculations, fortunately, is such that the estimation of

sensitivities, in essence, is inherently associated with that of the very response for which they are

needed. Therefore, it is absurd to resort to the direct/adjoint-flux prescriptions when performing a

Monte Carlo estimation of any response. We have recently analyzed the Livermore graphite

pulsed-sphere experiments [3], in order to use the measured neutron leakage spectra as responses

by which to adjust the graphite cross sections in the (5,15 MeV) range. This Monte Carlo analysis

necessarily involves estimation of the sensitivities of these responses, which we have based on

Hall's differential operator method [4,5], and which we now propose to outline.

The pulsed-sphere problem is similar to the neutron source-uniform material medium-

detector problem discussed in the preceding subsection. Let us then first examine the Monte

Carlo calculation of the detector response F. We denote its estimate for the ith path (or history)

in the Monte Carlo game by F ; , and the probability of this path by Pj , Then the true estimator of

r is <r>=£r iP i , where the summation extends over all possible paths. Resorting to full

simulation ("crude" Monte Carlo), f =\ if the path reaches the detector, and r j=0 if it does not.

Sampling a necessarily finite number of paths, the probabilities are essentially expressed through

the random sampling from the appropriate distributions, and the true estimator ( r ) is

approximated by the plain average of the x t . But since only very few paths eventually reach the

detector, such a game is extremely inefficient. The practical game, on the other hand, consists of

sampling paths, collision by collision, but with the analytic calculation of the contribution of each

collision to the response, namely of the probability that a neutron emerge from the collision in the

right direction and make its next collision in the detector. Thus, if Fy denotes the contribution to

the response of the jth collision on the ith path, then 1 =Zif Ki.

Now, the paths are spatial polygons of which the vertices are the neutron collision locations,

and the sides (trajectories in Hall's terminology) their lines of free motion between collisions. We
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can easily evaluate the probabilities P^ for the individual trajectories to occur. Let S(v->v*)

denote the distribution of a collision's secondary neutron, and £ the (non-multiplying!) medium's

macroscopic total cross section. Then

P* ~ S ^ . ^ v ^ v J e x p H ^ x J , (4)

where x^li^-x^. Note that for k=l, the distribution S(v->v') reduces to the neutron-source
spectrum S0(vj). In any event, it is evident that Pi=riPijc •

With these preliminaries, we may now handle the evaluation of the sensitivities of F. First of

all we note that

where Jj is the number of trajectories in the ith path, so that the ith-path estimate of the sensitivity

of f topn is

This expression of the s^'s enables us to evaluate the sensitivities along with the response. In

scoring the individual paths we accumulate the F y's, evaluated vertex by vertex, to obtain F : , and

for each vertex we simultaneously, for every value of n, multiply the very Fy by the sum of the

(calculated) logarithmic derivatives with respect to pn (most of which, incidentally, vanish) and

accumulate the products to obtain all the sjs. The Monte Carlo estimate of the response is then

T a(Ti\ and that for each sensitivity sn * {ŝ X

Adjustment

Consider a given parameter library and one measured response. The calculated value of the

response, as a rule, is different from its experimental value. The problem then is how to make use

of the additional datum to improve the given library. The experimental value of the response

determines an (N-l)-dimensional manifold in the N-dimensional parameter space, each point p1

on which represents a library which reproduces the given experimental value of the response. The

original library is represented by a point p, which obviously is outside the manifold. We then

propose that the manifold point closest to p represents the optimal p' library. Consequently, to

find this felicitous library we have to minimize |p'-p|2, a sum of N squares, subject to the

condition that p' lie on the manifold generated by the given response. A major difficulty in solving

our conditional-minimum problem is that we can hardly handle the constraint, for we generally

have no manageable mathematical expression for the manifold on which the point representing

the adjusted library must lie. To overcome this difficulty we may replace the actual manifold by

its tangent hyper-plane at the manifold point p' nearest to the given-library point p. Thus, in
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minimizing |p'-p|2 we could constrain p' to the tangent hyper-plane rather than to the manifold
itself. Further, if the point p and the special manifold point p' are close enough, we would be
justified in approximating

f(p ' )«r(p)+—(p' -p)=f(p) + s(p ' -p) , (7)
dp

where the sensitivity (row) vector s is evaluated at the point p, and the last term is the scalar
product of two N-dimensional vectors. Now, the calculated response at p', by definition, is r, so
that the approximation, in fact, expresses a linear relationship satisfied by the components of p'.
Thus, letting p' vary under this constraint, we obtain a linear manifold which is just the tangent
hyper-plane we were talking about.

Let us now denote the actual adjustments of the parameters by xn=p'n- pn , and the deviation
of the calculated response from its measured value by d=f(p) - r . Then Eq.(7) reduces to

sx + d = 0 . (8)

We have transformed our unknown parameter vector p' to x=p'- p. In the "new" x-space the
origin represents the given library, and Eq.(8) describes the hyper-plane tangent to the manifold
defined by F(p+x)=r at its point closest to the origin. Our problem then is to find the vector x
which satisfies sx+d=0 and minimizes the sum of squares x2. This problem is so simple that its
solution can be stated right away. Since x obviously is proportional to sT, the solution must be

X =

ss
,T (9)

When several, say I, measured responses are given by which a parameter library is to be
adjusted, we constrain the unknown vector x to the intersection of the I respective tangent hyper-
planes, i.e. to the linear manifold represented by the matrix-equation analogue of Eq.(8),

Sx + d = 0 , (10)

where S is the sensitivity matrix corresponding to the set of I responses, the matrix of order IxN,
Sin=dFj/ dpn , and d is now the vector of the deviations di=Fi(p) - r; . The problem at hand is
thus to minimize x2 subject to the condition expressed in Eq.(lO). The formal solution may be
obtained by the method of Lagrange multipliers. However, just as convincing is the argument,
based on consideration of the order of the matrix S (and respective orders of the vectors x and d),
that the obvious generalization of Eq.(9) is

x=-sT(ssTr'd.

So far we have disregarded the uncertainties in the given data. Let us first consider the
parameter variances. A parameter associated with a relatively large variance is less reliable than
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one of which the variance is smaller. It is therefore unjustified to treat the two respective

adjustments equally. We would obviously tolerate a greater adjustment of the parameter with the

greater variance. Furthermore, libraries include parameters of different kinds. Thus the rationale

for the minimization of the sum of squares of the absolute adjustments is rather questionable. The

natural solution in these problematic circumstances is to consider the dimensionless weighted

adjustments l,a=xjoa This just means rescaling the axes in the x-space, namely the transformation

x=2^, where S is the diagonal matrix diag(S)=(a1,o2,...). In the £-space the origin still represents

the given library, the manifolds generated by the given responses are defined by f (p+S4)=r, and

the intersection of their respective tangent hyper-planes is defined by SS^+d=0. Therefore we can

right away state that the vector t, which minimizes £2 and satisfies S££+d=O is

Now, since we have only considered variances, Z2 is the (diagonal) uncertainty matrix Cp

associated with the given parameter library. And multiplying both sides of Eq.(12) by I we obtain

the prescription for the actual adjustments, which is

x = -CpST(SCpST)-'d,

and which, incidentally, is valid even if account is taken of the full parameter-uncertainty matrix.

The claim that the adjusted library must exactly reproduce the given responses is groundless,

since uncertainties in measured responses are always finite. We should therefore assign weights to

the given responses, just as we did to the given parameters, and treat them accordingly. Thus, the

measured values of the responses are not necessarily their actual values. Let us denote the "true"

(i.e. adjusted) values of the responses by r'. Our argument then is that F(p') = r1 * r. We now

return to Eqs.(7) and (10). Considering I responses, and subtracting the vector r from both sides

of Eq.(7), we obtain r'-r=F-r+S(p'-p). In analogy to x=p'-p , we now denote y=r'-r. The

geometric constraint on the vector x, which has been Sx+d=0, has now become

y = Sx + d . (14)

The geometric constraint on x has thus transformed to a linear relation between the vectors x and

y. In any event, we should adjust each component of p and of r according to its proper weight.

This means that, similarly to x^Zp^, we should consider the weighted response adjustments r\

defined by y=Zrri, where the nature of the (diagonal) Ix l matrix Zr should be obvious. Thus

adjustment now reduces to the minimization of £2+T|2, subject to the condition of Eq.(14).

At this point matters would become immensely simplified if we define the joint vector of our

variates \ and ti, namely
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The form to be minimized would then reduce to C2 (a sum of N+I squares), or, in terms of the
joint vector zT=(xT y"1), to

z , (16)

where the joint uncertainty matrix C naturally allows for possible response-parameter

correlations, namely non-vanishing C,p=<8r6pT) :

1c c
C=\7 71. (17)

We further define the "joint" sensitivity matrix

SZ = (S - 1 ) , (18)

where S is the conventional IxN response sensitivity matrix, and 1 the Ix l unit matrix. The
constraint of Eq.(14) then reduces to

O. (19)

With our "joint" notation we now realize that minimizing the form of Eq.(16), subject to the
constraint of Eq.(19), is formally identical to minimizing xTCp"'x subject to Sx+d=0. Thus, the
solution of the present, generalized, conditional-minimum problem, necessarily, is identical to
Eq.(13), and must therefore be

z = -CSz
T(SzCSz

T)-'d.

We note in passing, as well as for future reference, that SZCSZ
T is a symmetric Ixl matrix, and

that it is, in fact, the uncertainty matrix associated with the vector d:

Cd = <5(r- r)5(r-r)T> = SCpS
T - C ^ S 7 -SC, , +C r , (20)

as can be shown by elementary matrix algebra, and thus the adjustment prescriptions reduce to

z = -CSzTCd~'d. (21)

It is now easy to express the parameter and response adjustments separately, namely

x = ( C ^ - C p S ^ - ' d , y = (Cr-C^S-0Cd-'d . (22)

The above elegant derivation of the adjustment prescriptions is due to the late D.Shalitin [6].
We now derive the uncertainty matrix of z. From Eq.(21) it follows by the sandwich rule that

C ^ C S J C V ' S . C . (23)

The partitions of this (N+I)x (N+I) matrix are

KCrSC,,,), Cxy=(Cir-CpST)C<|-'(Cr-SCir).(24)
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But rather than C2 we are interested in C, the uncertainty matrix associated with q'=q+z, where
qT=(pT rT) Therefore

C z . (25)

Let us evaluate <6z5qT>. From Eq.(21) and the definitions of d and o f f we have

5z = -CS/Cd-'(S6p-5r) = -CSJCj-'S^q, (26)
so that, by Eq.(23),

Cd->SzC = - C z , (27)

and since this obviously is a symmetric matrix, it is also equal to <5q5zT). We thus conclude that

C - C - Cz , (28)
or that

Cp. = C p - C x , C,, = C r - C y , C ^ C V - C V (29)

Consistency

In any data-adjustment project worthy of the name, a great deal of effort, generally the major

effort, is invested in the preparation and careful examination of the extensive arrays of the input

data. The very application of the adjustment algorithms is straightforward and relatively simple.

Yet the indiscriminate incorporation of all and every seemingly relevant experimental-response

data in the input file could result in an adjusted library in which some parameters might be

unreasonably different from the corresponding input parameters. Furthermore, such an adjusted

library might not even enhance agreement between calculated and measured values of some of the

very responses by which the original library was adjusted. It is therefore desirable to establish a

criterion for the joint consistency of all input data, i.e. the components of the vector q, in any

particular adjustment problem. A measure of the consistency of two sets of related data is the

value of the pertinent x2 variate.

Recall that given an N-dimensional vector variate v, of which the components are normally

distributed and independent, its associated %2 variate is

X' = (v-n)TC-Kv-n), (30)

where u is the average of v, and C the diagonal uncertanty matrix associated with it. The above

definition of x2 also holds if the components of v are not independent, i.e. even when C is non-

diagonal. The distribution of this variate, fN(x2)> is known as the "x2 distribution with N degrees

of freedom." The mean value of x2 is N and its variance 2N. The x2 distributions, of course, are

not normal. However, the differences between them and the corresponding normal distributions,

with u=N and a=-j2N, gradually disappear as N increases. Already for N=10, for instance, the

range (5.57,14.53) contains 70% of the area under flo(x
2)> whereas for the corresponding normal
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distribution the ICT range around the mean is (5.53, 14.47), which plainly is a fair approximation.

Thus, for a reasonable sample of our v, one would expect x2/N a 1 within ±-v/2/N.

We now examine the (conditional) minimum of Q(z). To obtain its value we substitute z of

Eq.(21) in Eq.(16), and find that
min Q(z) = d ^ - ' d . (31)

This is just the particular value of the variate x2 associated with the I-dimensional vector d = r - r

(of which the mean vanishes by definition). It thus measures the consistency of the calculated

responses with their measured values, or essentially that of the latter with the given parameters.

As such the value of this %2 variate constitutes a check on the input of any adjustment job.

However, to disqualify an entire input-data set because of too high a value of %2 would be

wrong, since even one measured response might degrade the set's overall consistency. One should

therefore investigate the possibility that just a few responses are irregular, in the sense that their

inclusion in the input set unduly increases y}, while the rest are perfectly consistent with the given

parameters. A full solution of the problem would involve the examination of all partial sets of the

given set of measured responses, which is impractical since their number is 2 ' - l . An example of a

practical solution would be to devise a procedure to order the input responses by a consistency

index of some sort, and then determine the x2 value of the first response in the consistency

sequence, that of the first two responses in the sequence, and so on. In this manner it would be

eventually possible to judge which responses should be included in the input set, and which

should be rejected. Such a procedure is elaborated and applied to a particular problem in

dosimetry in Ref.[6], which also includes references to other applications.

Epilogue

The three topics included in our review are closely related, and are all relevant to the

comprehensive analysis of experimental data. Worthy of note is the novel and elegant derivation

of the generalized adjustment prescriptions, and of the uncertainties in the adjusted parameters.
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